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Lancers Helping Lancers to Succeed

From left to right: Sophomores Reyes Gonzalez, Tomas Martinez and Bryant Rodriguez work
together on math homework at the Lancer Study Center.

Jordan McMorris
The Lancer Study Center began
welcoming its ﬁrst students this month.
Since November 3, AVID has been offering peer tutoring in the library after school

several times a week. AVID Coordinator
Ms. Kim Perry has organized a program
where upperclassmen and teachers volunteer their time to help students with their
homework and other assignments with

which they might be struggling.
Counselor Vanessa Iaquinta
explained that she decided to help
Ms. Perry organize the peer tutoring
program: “We decided that we needed
schoolwide tutoring at a central location where students can go for different
learning.”
Peer tutor and senior Monserrat Guzman shared, “I became a tutor,
because I wanted to help students who
were struggling with their classes.”
Peer tutor and junior Joee
Gutierrez Conrad said, “My favorite
part about being a tutor is when I am
tutoring and the students go ‘Oh, I get it
now.’”
Conrad also shared a recent experience: “I was tutoring this senior and
I was able to help her with her Spanish
work and I was also able to connect
with her on a friendship level, and talk
about her college and her education
worries. The Lancer tutoring can help
with more than what the students are
struggling academically, and it can give
them someone to talk to who knows
what they are going through, because
them themselves are a student.”
Peer tutor and junior Athena
Alcala joined the program, because she
gets to “ . . . help students in the process

of learning things that they didn’t know
and had trouble with before.”
Junior Promise Agbo believes
that peer tutoring allows students to get
help when they might feel too intimidated to ask their teachers for help. “I
hope that by being in the same age range,
students will feel more comfortable to
seek help.”
Sophomore Bianca Barcalo,
a student who was being tutored, said,
“The tutors were really helpful and
patient with me and my group. My friend
is a tutor also, so she occasionally comes
around and helps me.” Barcalo also
added, “I’m going to invite my friends to
go with me next time, because she and I
both need help in Pre-Cal.”
Another student who is being
tutored, sophomore Keziah Tanamal
said, “I liked it. It was all quiet and I
could concentrate on my work. I kind
of got a better understanding for some
of my math homework, but I still need
some help with it. But I am going to go
again and study before my math test on
Friday.”
Hopefully, more students will
take the initiative to go to the Lancer
Study Center either to help other students or to get help themselves, because
success is a group effort.

Dodgeball Becomes a Hit at NHS
Evelyn Hernandez
Norwalk High School’s Second Annual
Dodgeball Tournament gave Lancers the chance
to earn the title of 2015 NHS Dodgeball Champions.
The tournament started off with
C.B.E.K. vs. C.B.E.M., $quad vs. True Ballers,
Benchwarmers vs. the Waterboys, and Vicious
and Delicious vs. Johnson Mob. The teams
that won moved on to play against THT, NSG,
Rebels, and Dodge Daddyz, respectively.
These 12 teams were able to defeat
others through a series of dodgeball games and
friendly rivalries. C.B.E.M. co-captains and
seniors Joseph Herrera and Chrissna Sin said
that they created their team to beat their friends
and competitors, members of C.B.E.K. Herrera
hoped his team could win and be able to claim
“bragging rights.” Unfortunately, C.B.E.M. had
to concede defeat to their rivals.
In a game of dodgeball, you either hit
or get hit. Benchwarmers member and junior
Bryan Dimas got the short end of the stick when
he took a foam ball to the face by senior Marco
Rosales of the opposing team, the Waterboys.
“I was actually really embarrassed
when I fell and heard the whole crowd shout
‘Oh!’” Dimas admitted. “But if winning meant
I had to get hit in the face again, I would be
okay with that, because I’m very competitive
and I like winning!”
Surely, every team hoped to be victorious. “Of course we’re in it to win,” $quad
member and senior Emmanuel Lateju commented after his team moved onto the second
round. “But if we don’t then it’s okay, because,
after all, it’s just a friendly competition.”
Aside from all the competitiveness,
participants were glad to be part of such an
exciting and memorable school event. True
Ballers member and senior Mele Valele mentioned that her teammates are also part of her

Varsity Basketball Team. “My team wanted
to do something fun together, and it was
truly a great bonding experience,” she added.
Like Valele, those who participated
in the tournament were looking to make
more fun memories. Johnson Mob member
Aracely Loera said that, although she’s a junior, she saw this as an opportunity to create
great memories with her senior friends and
be able to later look back on the fun times
they had together.
The dodgeball games provided a
fun time not only for the competitors, but for
the audience, as well.
Junior Samuel Tomczak shared that
he loved watching the games, because “the
whole school is together in one place socializing, and it’s a fun experience.”
Most students, such as sophomores
Senior Michael Ortega tries to take out one of his oppenents.
Lizet Anguiano and Alyssa Gonzales, preferred to watch from the stands, rather than
actually participating. “The games are pretty
fun to watch,” Anguiano shared. “I would
rather watch, because I’m too intimidated to
play in front of everyone.”
The crowd was certainly a major
component in the tournament. “I got so
excited when everyone started cheering,” cocaptain of the Waterboys and senior Ethan
Barum shared. “And hearing them gave me
more energy to do my best.”
Benchwarmers member and junior
Mariela Limo believes more students should
be in next year’s tournament. “The competition between students is great, and you get
to interact with other people and get outside
your comfort zone,” she explained.
It is not every day that you get to
see your classmates and friends lob balls at
each other for fun, so it’s probably safe to
Seniors Omar Tinoco and Rudy Tellez take aim at their opponents in the 2nd Annual
say that everyone is eagerly anticipating the Dodgeball Tournament.
2016 Third Annual Dodgeball Tournament.
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Seniors Thankful for College Application Assistance
Sydney Roybal
With Thanksgiving Break rapidly
approaching, many students eagerly await the
opportunity to smother themselves in gravy
and turkey. However, seniors are anxiously
dreading the break, because once it hits, they
will be on their own in regard to their college
applications.
Every college application has a different due date, with the most prominent at
this time being the University of California
and California State applications, which are
due at 11:59 p.m. on November 30.
UC Applications are a little different
from Cal State applications, as explained by
Counselor Mrs. Vanessa Iaquinta: “With the
exception of San Luis Obispo, the Cal States
only ask for your A through G grades and
your ACT, SAT scores. So those are pretty
much the questions that they ask. On the UCs,
they also ask for the community service, the
awards and honors, as well as work experience and personal essays. . . . It is more of
a comprehensive review, so they look at a
bunch of different things compared to the Cal
States.”
A few highly motivated seniors have
been working on their UC applications since
they were made available back in August,
because of the numerous requirements that
the UC applications come with.
Senior Monserrat Guzman explained
that she made her applications a priority
before the start of senior year.
“I knew I was going to be taking
difﬁcult classes during my senior year, and
that I wouldn’t have enough time to focus
only on college applications. . . . I knew I

needed more time to work on it, and usually
students wait until the last minute and then
the Web site [where you submit the application] crashes.”
Guzman also explained that timing
is everything when it comes to asking counselors to help look over your applications.
“The counselors are busy looking
at other applications, so it is better to get it
over with earlier, rather than later.”
In addition to the UC applications
being available, the Cal State ones have also
been available since October 1. Although
both applications give students more than
enough time to complete, many students
seem to be putting it off, which is not so
smart considering the smaller window of
opportunity to ask Norwalk High counselors
for any kind of assistance.
Although the counselors are nice
enough to offer their help, students, such as
senior Shannell Vargas, would like more opportunities. “I feel that the counselors could
come up with enough time during school
hours to help seniors apply to colleges because, personally, coming after school is not
convenient for all students to attend.”
However, counselors have hundreds of other students to guide, and seniors
should make college a top priority and
make time to see their very-busy counselors.
For those seniors who procrastinated and waited until the last minute, there’s
no need to stress out. Mrs. Iaquinta stated
the obvious: “For the students who have not
started yet, they need to start.”
She also advises seniors to take
advantage of the workshop the counselors

College Couselor Ms. Sonia Perez helps senior Alexis Colon with her college application
in the Career Center before the November 30 deadline.

will be holding the ﬁrst Monday of
Thanksgiving break, November 23,
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., in the Career
Center.
The sooner the seniors sub-

mit their applications, the more relaxed
they will be this Thanksgiving—or, at
least until Common Applications are
due in December and FAFSA begins in
January 1, 2016.

New Clubs Offer New Opportunities for Students
Katrina Arredondo
On this campus, there are dozens of
clubs to target and unify certain groups. This
might include clubs such as Theatrics Club,
Spanish Club and Debate Club (back again!).
With every new school year comes time to
introduce new clubs to the student body, such
as the following four.

year, because he was tired of hearing
the constant battles between ignorance
and knowledge on social issues. He
felt that creating this club would help
allow people to share their opinions on
speciﬁc matters.
Terrones added that students
should join the club, because it is a safe
place for people to discuss topics that
concern them.
Meetings: Thursdays after school in
Room 321

Chess Club:
President and junior Jacob Alva ﬁrst
became interested in the creation of this club
when he realized that NHS was one of very
few schools without one. Chess Club mainly Students for Sanders Club:
With the 2016 Presidential
consists of playing chess, hanging out, and
encouraging students in their academics. Of
course, Alva also said that it’s a very fun club
that welcomes everyone. No prior experience
in chess is necessary to join.
Meetings: Tuesdays at lunch in Room 860

election coming up, president and
senior Jennifer Sanchez partnered with
her vice president and senior Alexis
Ramos in order to not only help educate
students about the candidates running
for President but also to help support
Bernie Sanders in his campaign for
President.
During meetings, the club
discusses Sanders’ stances and watch
his campaign videos to provide a better
understanding of what his campaign
represents. Although the club has had
very little time to become involved
in campus activities, it offers a great

opportunity for students, especially
seniors who can vote, in the national
election process.
Meetings: Every other Tuesday at
lunch in Room 413
Clubs do more than just add
an extracurricular activity to college
applications; they also provide students
with opportunities to ﬁnd and develop
their passions, as well as serve their fellow students and community. The four
clubs mentioned here are just a few of
a plethora of interesting organizations
that are waiting for students like you to
join them.

Engineering Club:
President and junior Stacey Trejo has
been in the Engineering Pathway since the 7th
grade, so she decided it only made sense for
her to be a part of our ﬁrst engineering club.
The main purpose of the club is to focus on a
variety of different engineering projects. Trejo
also states that the club is a great experience
for anyone who has any interest or curiosity
regarding the engineering or PLTW (Project
Lead the Way) pathways.
Meetings: Mondays at lunch in Room 455
(bimonthly)
Social Awareness Club:
President and senior Juan Terrones
decided to create one of the newest clubs this

President Jacob Alva and Vice President Denzel Francia play head-to-head, while juniors Cesar Mondragon and Brian Duarte look on during their weekly Chess Club meeting in Room 860.
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Behind the FFORRESTT Frontman

Behind Stephen Seager’s laid-back demeanor lies a serious musician.

Soﬁa Lopez
Stephen Seager, 17 years
old, not only is charming and witty,
but he has his own band called
FFORRESTT.
The members of the band
include Seager (Lead guitarist),
Robert Czifra (Electric bass guitar),

Trevor Hutchens (Drums), Kaleb
Cohen (Keyboard), and Chris
Rusch (Lead singer and rhythm
guitar). Seager shared that he has
not known Hutchen, Cohen, and
Rusch as long, but they had met
through mutual friends at church.
However, he and Czifra

had already been good friends.
Although the other three are
about two years older than
Seager, when they all met for the
ﬁrst time, they got along very
well. This was the beginning of
FFORRESTT.
“Being in a band is
stressful, but fun. It’s cool to be
able to do what I love,” Seager
said.
Being a senior is hard
work, and sometimes hard to
manage because of the band, so
Seager and his group members
usually meet on weekends to
practice and make new music.
The lead singer is usually the
person who comes up with the
lyrics.
“The best way to forget
about a girl is to turn it into
poetry,” Seager explained.
For two years, they
have been in a band together,
but, only about nine months ago
did they start playing shows and
even recording in San Diego.
When the band travels for a
show, they have a band van
called Matilda, which carries all
of their equipment.
Seager shared, “When
I perform in the beginning of a

Students Remember Loved Ones
Abril Lopez

Dia De Los Muertos (AKA the
Day of theDead) is a Mexican celebration,
where food is prepared in honor of the
those who have departed this earth. It is
believed that the souls of the dead come
back to visit their loved ones on this day
and that families celebrate with one in
remembrance of their loved ones. Most
families build altars with pictures of the
deceased and their favorite type of food
and/or drinks. These families typically
leave an “ofrenda,” which is to welcome
their loved ones back from their long
journey as they eat the “spiritual essence”
of the food.
Fortunately, Dia de los Muertos
is not a somber occasion, but a time of
joy and celebration. Norwalk High had
its own special celebration of Dia De Los
Muertos.
On November 3, M.E.C.H.A
(Movimento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlán) held a special event inside the MPR,
which consisted of traditional music,
dance and Mexican food, such as pozole,
horchata and churros. Luckily, the pozole
was free for everyone who attended.
There were also activities in
which everyone could participate, such

show, it’s stressful and scary, but
also comforting to know people
who are there to watch you.”
For the rest of the
show, it is mainly muscle memory, Seager added. His favorite
performance was at the House
of Blues in Downtown Disney,
where he met great people and
had the best performance by
far.
As performances usually land on school days, the day
before, the band practices extra
hard. A ritual the band does
before every performance is that
they all circle up and pray.
“It’s amazing to be able
to do what I love with the people
I love,” Seager said about performing.
Of course, it would
not be a band without the help
of parents, who have supported
them and made them one big
family, which is a major reason
the band is so close.
It took a while to
decide on a name, because the
others had different opinions,
but Seager was the one who had
ﬁnally decided to name them
FFORRESTT. It sounded simple
and was spelled differently.

Their music genre also
goes along with their name,
which is Alternative Indie. The
band members all have eclectic
taste in music, so when they
make music it is interesting to
put it all together because of the
different sounds.
Seager, however, mainly gets his guitar rhythms from a
band called the Neighbourhood.
The way they put themselves into the world is through
social media. Whenever they
have a show coming up the ﬁrst
place they put it on is Twitter.
Anyone who wants
to purchase a ticket can buy it
directly from Seager. Tickets
usually range from $10 to $25.
Even though they have already
made an EP and demo, they are
being recorded again in Hollywood in December.
In addition, the next
couple performances they have
are on November 24, which will
be the Glasshouse in Pomona,
and January 2, the House of
Blues in San Diego.
Seager said, “Hopefully, we become famous, but,
for right now, I am enjoying it
while it lasts.”

Varsity Volleyball Makes CIF

as loteria and painting skulls. Everyone’s
favorite part of the night, however, was
the dancing.
Senior Leslie Ortega described
her experience as “ . . . something that
should continue throughout the years.”
Most people went to the event to
learn more about Mexican culture.
Senior Abraham Trujillo said,
“I wanted to go, because I wanted to get
more involved and wanted to learn about
the spanish culture and food especially.”
M.E.C.H.A’s adviser Mr. Jesus
De La Torre shared his thoughts on Dia
De Los Muertos: “It’s not a religious
celebration. It’s to celebrate the dead. It’s
to celebrate their life. Students can be
eating the pozole that was served or just
by listening to the music that was being
played, and they begin thinking of their
grandparents. . . . .”
M.E.C.H.A Vice President Guadalupe Jasso observed, “It was better than
we expected it to be. It brought many of
students together as one to celebrate their
loved ones.”
The thing that encouraged everyone to come together was probably the
music. It was everyone’s favorite type of
music, such as corridos, bachata, and the
most famous one “El Caballo Dorado.”

The Varsity Girls Volleyball team made it to the CIF playoffs, beating Pioneer in the ﬁrst
round but losing to Rim of the World in the second round.
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Album Review: Made in the A.M.

Alexis Martinez
After Zayn Malik left the group
earlier this year to pursue a solo career, there
was a lot of speculation over whether One
Direction would continue to release music.
Many believed that the split meant their
career in music as a band was over, halted
forever in the Four era.
However, loyal fans trusted the
group and had hope that this was not the case.
The foursome proved the doubters wrong
when they released Made in the A.M., their
ﬁfth studio album under their record label on
November 13. The album was well-worth the
wait; with tracks like “Inﬁnity,” “End of the
Day” and “Never Enough,” it is obvious that
this album is something the group should be
proud of.
The sound of this album is much
like their last album; however, with a myriad
of slow songs, such as “If I Could Fly,”
“Love You Goodbye” and “I Want to Write
You a Song” to name a few. Made in the A.M.
is deﬁnitely One Direction’s most emotional
album.
While the group has had #1 hits in other

countries, they have yet to earn themselves a
#1 spot on U.S. charts and Made in the A.M.
might just be the album to ﬁnally get them
there.
With a sound that critics are comparing to that of the Beatles, and catchy lyrics
such as “How many nights does it take to
count the stars? That’s the time it would
take to ﬁx my heart,” in “Inﬁnity,” and “All
I know at the end of the day, is you want
what you want and you say what you say” in
“End of the Day,” the only thing threatening
this album’s #1 debut is the fact that Justin
Bieber released his ﬁrst album in four years,
Purpose, on the same day.
After the release of the album, the
band has conﬁrmed that they will be taking
a two-year break from their music career to
focus on themselves and their personal lives.
Because the band wrote or cowrote almost all
the songs, the album feels very personal.
“It doesn’t seem like it’s made for
the radio,” junior Kennya Medina explained.
“It seems like it’s for the fans, you know?
Like one last thing before they go on their
two-year break.”

Album Review Grimes’ Art Angels

Daniel Perez
On November 6, the Canadian
singer Claire Boucher, AKA “Grimes,”
released her fourth album Art Angels. This
self-produced LP is so unique that it can’t
be pigeonholed into a certain category; the
atmosphere of the album shifts from pop
to electronic to alternative and the shifts
occurs instantly from song to song. For
this LP, every instrument featured, such as
the guitar, drums, keys, ukulele and violin,
has been learned, mastered and played by
Grimes in order to “explore new musical
directions.”
Art Angels is the type of album
that is not expected, because it does not
try to ﬁt in any space or follow any rules
of the standard music industry. It exists
completely on its own, which makes it
one of the best albums released in 2015.
Grimes herself expressed surprise at the
positive reaction the album received when
she tweeted, “Thank u everyone for being
so nice I’m crying right now cuz I thought
everyone was gonna hate it. . . . It’s unreal, this night.”
Senior Alexis Ramos said, “It’s
really cool that she creates everything on
her own, because there are not a lot of
artists out there right now who completely
belong to themselves. . . . It’s nice that we
can see her as a whole, rather than bits
of her, because she expresses herself in
everything she creates.”
The album starts off very instrumental, opening with piano and strings
played by Grimes herself, with “Laughing
and Not Being Normal” drawing listeners

into the universe
that is Grimes.
The second track
“California”
depicts her bittersweet transition
from growing up
in Montreal to
moving to Los
Angeles.
“Scream,” the
third track,
features Aristophanes, a
Taiwanese rapper
she stumbled
upon on SoundCloud. Here,
Grimes’ vocals
are only featured on this as
screaming in
the background,
though she did
produce the song, which might be the
darkest one on the entire album.
“Flesh, Without Blood,” the
ﬁfth track, and also the ﬁrst single from
the album, is a celebratory song that is
pure electronic pop perfection. She explained, “It isn’t about a breakup! I don’t
write about love anymore.”
Songs like “Belly of the Beat”
and “Kill V. Maim” sound like the type
of music that would be played in Japanese anime. Every song on this album is
ethereal and dreamy. Listeners will be in
for a trip inside Grimes’ unique mind.
The album ends with “Butterﬂy,” which talks about ﬁnding who you
are truly meant to be and accepting it.
This song is crucial because of the sexist
aspects of the music industry. From my
perspective, I feel like what inﬂuenced
this song is her experience in the industry and especially how it is run by men.
Grimes has said that while
working in music studios, “there were
a lot of engineers that wouldn’t let her
touch the equipment and then a male
producer would come in, and he’d be allowed to do it.” This experience left her
“disillusioned with the music industry”
and inﬂuenced her to “realize what she
was doing is important.”
Overall, the album is extremely
beautiful and mystical. It is a positive
record that deals with real life situations
that many of us face in our daily life.
Grimes is everything you would never
expect, yet she is also everything you
would ever desire.

After discussing how many
believe that this so-called break will
extend until the band no longer makes
music together at all, Medina said,
“I think they’ll come back—they all
promised.”
However, when it was
brought to Medina’s attention that
Zayn also promised to stay in the band,
she replied, “I want to hear at least one
album from Zayn, just to see what his

sound is.”
Clearly, One Direction has deﬁnitely overcome adversity within the past
year and released an album that they
and their fans should be proud of.
And, if this really is the end
of One Direction, it would be nice of
them to get it over with and say “Love
You
Goodbye” to their dedicated fans now.

Dear Dr. Love
Dear Dr. Love:
How do I avoid my ex-boyfriend?
Sincerely,
Not So TMI
Dear Not So TMI:
Avoiding an ex can be extremely difﬁcult,
especially in high school where you are
forced to see that person every day.
As you didn’t elaborate on where you’re
running into your ex, I have to address all
possible scenarios. If you share classes
with him, there aren’t many ways to avoid
contact. However, you could ask the
teacher to seat you on the other side of
the room (believe it or not, teachers have
dealt with situations like this before). Focusing in class tends to be easier when the
distraction is out of immediate view.
If you don’t have classes with your ex,
then you are lucky. All you have to worry
about is seeing him in the hallways or during breaks. It might sound a bit extreme,
but you could remember at which point
your paths cross daily and ﬁnd a new way
around school, so your gaze does not fall
upon your ex. The worst-case scenario is
when you have common friends, which
could affect not just you two, but your
friends, as well.
My advice to you would be to consider
other people’s feelings and not just your
own. If friends are a factor, you must
swallow your pride and learn to be okay
around your ex, or, at least ﬁgure out
how to hang out with your mutual friends
separately. Regardless of what happens
between you and your ex, friends are not
worth losing.
Best Wishes,
Dr. Love
Dear Dr. Love:
I’m conﬂicted. I don’t know if I’m ready
for a relationship. Although I’ve been
confessed to three times in my life—once
by my close friend and twice by my
friend’s brother—I told each boy I was

not ready for a relationship. However,
now I keep thinking about how dating
my friend’s brother would be. He is the
only one I think about the most when it
comes to the possibility of dating and it
is frustrating.
Confusingly,
Miss Conﬂicted
Dear Miss Conﬂicted:
Well, it does not really sound as if you
are confused. It is a possibility that you
are just curious. Curiosity tends to engulf
a person’s mind and makes you fantasize
about the “what ifs.” However, considering the fact that he is not the only boy
who has been interested in you, there
could be a possibility that you’re truly
interested in your friend’s brother and
not just curious about dating in general.
As this could be the case, I think maybe
you could give him a chance. After all,
as cliché as this might sound, everyone
deserves a chance. However, there is the
possibility that your friend could become
jealous or even forbid the relationship
between you and their brother. If you are
put in this position, you could be faced
with the difﬁcult decision as to who
means more to you.
Depending on whom you choose, there
could be tension after everything is said
and done. This potential tension is ultimately what will help you determine if
you want to give him a chance. It is up to
you to decide if it would be worth it.
Yours Truly,
Dr. Love
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Thanksgiving Side and Dessert to Get Your Turkey Groove On
Jonathan Aldana
It’s fair to say that this year has
been an incredibly busy year for everyone.
Understandably, some might not be able to
prepare a grand Thanksgiving dinner for
their families. However, that does not mean
that you still can’t enjoy a good meal while
reﬂecting on everything you are thankful for.
Here is a pair of easy and affordable
recipes that everyone can incorporate into
their Thanksgiving dinner. Not only are they
incredibly delicious but also fun to make!
Green Bean Casserole (Serves 6)
Ingredients:
1 (10¾ ounce) can of condensed cream of
mushroom soup
¼ cup milk
1⁄8 teaspoon black pepper
2 (14½ ounce) cans cut green beans, drained
1 1⁄3 cups French-fried onions

Oreo Turkey (Makes 1)

Directions:
1. Combine soup, milk and pepper in a 1½
quart baking dish; stir until blended.
2. Stir in beans and 2/3 cup fried onions.
3. Bake at 350°F for 30 minutes or until hot.
4. Stir.
5. Sprinkle with remaining 2/3 cup fried
onions.
6. Bake 5 more minutes or until onions are
golden.
Tip: During the last 5 minutes of baking, feel
free to also add any other desired toppings,
such as sliced almonds, grated cheese or
bacon bits.

Ingredients:
2 Oreo Double Stuff cookies
1 malted milk ball (like Whoppers)
4 to 6 pieces of candy corn
Icing (optional)
Directions:
1. Take 1 Oreo apart. This will be the base.
2. Place the whole Oreo on its side on the
base, so that it sticks to white of the Oreo.
3. In front of the Oreo on its side, place a
malted milk ball for the turkey’s head.
4. Place candy corn, points down, in between
the Oreo cookie that is standing on it’s side.
5. Use icing for eyes and a waddle if you
desire.

Moo BBQ: Not All About the Beef
Pablo Gonzalez

Moo BBQ is a Korean barbecue
buffet restaurant located on 11746 South
Street in Artesia (two blocks away from
the Cerritos Mall). They are open Monday
to Sunday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. According to
Yelp, it’s a hot and new restaurant with an
average of 3.9 stars out of 5.
Moo BBQ was recently remodeled, because, prior to its remodel, it was
Garden Buffet BBQ & Seafood. The
remodel gave the place a more modern
look with four color-hanging pillars
around the main buffet area and at least
four ﬂat-screen TVs playing everything
from sports to news. However, the walls
still look drab and the booth seating is

basically the same.
Moo BBQ offers a 10%
discount on your whole meal if you’re
a student or a senior citizen, or come
during happy hour (Monday to Friday 3
p.m. to 5 p.m.), which comes out to be
$18.99 for dinner. Normally, it’s $19.95
a person.
Moo BBQ offers a lunch and
dinner special, which includes the hot
and cold buffet, as well as an unlimited
choice of meats from two menus (one
includes more types of meat and is more
expensive). The buffet includes other
non-barbecue items, such as sushi, salads, noodles and fried dishes. The only

difference between each special is the
price: The lunch special is $14.95 and the
dinner special is $19.95.
On my visit, I tried the house
specialties like bulgogi, marinated short
ribs, and teriyaki chicken. The meat was
tasty, but I expected better quality meat
for almost $20 a person. The buffet had a
wide variety of items, with the macaroni
salad being one of my favorites. I’m not a
fan of sushi, so I couldn’t say how it was.
Dessert was limited to fresh fruit and softserve ice cream like the kind you get at
Souplantation.
Their service, however, leaves
something to be desired, because it took
quite a while for them to help us with

whatever we needed. Even though there
seemed to be enough wait staff, they
were hard to ﬁnd when we needed more
meat or drinks, which slowed down our
all-we-can-eat momentum. The cleanliness of Moo BBQ is acceptable, but they
could clean up the general sticky, smoky
feeling of the restaurant. Moo BBQ has
potential, but it can improve, especially
with so much local competition from
places like Gen.
Overall, my dining experience
was not bad, but I would not return, because I didn’t feel like I got my money’s
worth—and that’s what AYCE is all
about.
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Movies to be Thankful for This Break
ing up in women’s clothing and
modeling for her wife’s paintings
when she was still a man. This ﬁlm
will explore many important topics
regarding gender and love, which are
hugely relevant in today’s society.
Another ﬁlm that will
deﬁnitely be one of the highlights
of the month is The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay: Part 2. This ﬁlm stars
Jennifer Lawrence as the esteemed
Katniss Everdeen, and Josh Hutcherson, as Peeta Mellark. This ﬁlm will
be the fourth and ﬁnal installment in
The Hunger Games ﬁlm series and is
set to be released on November 20.
Katniss, along with Peeta
and Gale, set out to free the people
of Panem and assassinate the corrupt
President Snow. This ﬁlm is expected
to be ﬁlled with intense action scenes
and emotional moments, because it
will be the last ﬁlm in the beloved
franchise.
Jessica Orozco
One highly anticipated ﬁlm
This Thanksgiving break should be ﬁlled with
that
is
due
to be released this month
gratitude and love. However, some people might be
is
The
Good
Dinosaur. This is a new
wondering what they should do during the break, other
Disney
ﬁ
lm
that
will be released on
than celebrate Thanksgiving or go Black Friday shopNovember
25,
and
stars Raymond
ping. Well, don’t fret, friends, because the Thanksgiving
Ochoa
as
Arlo.
This
ﬁlm is set in an
break will be ﬁlled with exciting new ﬁlm releases that
alternate
timeline,
in
which Dinoyou can go see with your friends or family.
saurs
never
went
extinct,
and tells
One ﬁlm that should deﬁnitely be checked out
the
story
of
a
young
Apatosaurus
is The Danish Girl, which is set to be released on November 27, and stars Oscar winner Eddie Redmayne as named Arlo.
After falling into a river,
Lili Elbe, and Alicia Vikander as Gerda Wegener. This
Arlo
gets
knocked out and eventubiopic tells the inspiring; true story of Lili Elbe, one of
ally
ﬁ
nds
himself away from home.
the ﬁrst known people to undergo Gender Reassignment
Along
the
way of trying to get back
Surgery in the early 1920s. Elbe, born Einar Wegener,
home,
he
meets
and befriends a
ﬁrst realized that she identiﬁed as a woman after dress-

young caveboy named Spot, and
fun shenanigans ensue. Somehow,
Disney never manages to make a bad
ﬁlm, so I have high expectations for
this one. Now some of you might be
thinking that you’re too old to enjoy
an animated Disney ﬁlm, but you can
never be too old for a touching story
that is sure to win your heart.
If you’re in the mood for
a darker more haunting ﬁlm this
Thanksgiving break, then Victor
Frankenstein sounds like a ﬁlm that
could satiate you. The movie stars
James McAvoy as Victor Frankenstein, and Daniel Radcliffe as Igor.
The ﬁlm will be a contemporary
retelling of Mary Shelley’s terrifying

novel Frankenstein. The ﬁlm is told
from Igor’s perspective and explores
his friendship with Dr. Frankenstein
and shows the creation of the Frankenstein monster and the consequences that ensue. Not only does
this ﬁlm have an intriguing plot, but
it also has a great cast that will deﬁnitely attract a large crowd. I believe
that this will be a very interesting
ﬁlm, even if you aren’t familiar with
the original story of Frankenstein.
This Thanksgiving break
should be a lively one ﬁlled with
delicious food and great shopping
deals. However, why not add a
possible mind-blowing ﬁlm to your
plans?
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Calling All Juniors and Seniors!
Interested in Traveling the World?
Senior Trip 2016 & Senior Trip 2017
Are Still Accepting Applications.
Senior Trip 2016: “Europe's Mediterranean Coast”
will travel to Italy, Monaco, France and Spain.
Visit eftours.com (Tour #1624120BB)
Senior Trip 2017: “The South Paciﬁc” will travel to
New Zealand, Australia and Fiji.
Visit eftours.com (Tour #1798399PM)
For more info, see Ms. Woo in Rm 511 (Science
Wing), or contact her at: swoo@nlmusd.k12.ca.us
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Seniors Choose Their Presidential Candidates
Mariela Ortiz

Despite there being one
year left in President Obama’s
second term, the 2016 election
dominates the political scene,
with predictions on who the 45th
President of the United States
will be changing every day.
With Millennials accounting for the biggest voting
group this election, it is safe to
say that the outcome will depend
largely on which candidate can
win the hearts of the class of
2016.
In a recent electoral
poll given to Norwalk High
School’s Government and AP
American Government classes,
consisting entirely of seniors,
61.6% of the students voted for
Bernie Sanders, while another
22.2% voted for Hilary Clinton,
and a ﬁnal 16.2% consisting
of miscellaneous votes for Ben
Carson, Donald Trump, Marco
Rubio, Jeb Bush, Jill Stein, Carly
Fiorina, Ted Cruz, Jim Gilmore,
Mike Huckabee, and Bobby
Jindal.
Though one class
abstained from voting, it is safe
to say the results would not have
been altered the ﬁnal results.
Marco Rosales voted
for Bernie Sanders, best known
for his pro-choice and free col-

lege stances, based on his overall
ﬁrst impression throughout his
candidacy.
“Sanders represents the
people and obviously cares very
much. I think he could deﬁnitely
raise the amount of jobs available
and make college free or easier
to afford. It’s his determination
to get stuff done that makes him
a good candidate.”
Character is an important aspect of the presidential
race, and determines a candidate’s reputation and reliability
from as early as one year before
the real election.
Republican candidate Donald Trump is a prime
example of the impact of one’s
character, currently bathed in a
negative light for racist comments that branded the Mexican
race as nothing more than rapists
and drug dealers during his ofﬁcial declaration of candidacy in
June of this year.
However, this didn’t
stop Emmanuel Lateju from voting for him in this poll.
“Although his views are
extreme, we need someone like
that in ofﬁce...He’s not afraid of
interest groups taking his money
so he says what he wants, he’s
not afraid of the media. I think he
could help the economy, lower

the debt. He’s a very good businessman. . . . ”
Despite his vote being
inﬂuenced by popular opinion, Lateju looks past Trump’s
problematic exterior toward the
overall strategy behind his campaign: brutal honesty. However,
he believes his vote will most
likely change before the primary
election in June.
Fernando Alvarez Jr.,
who cast his vote for Ben Carson, shares a similar position in
regard to the primaries, preferring to look at all candidates and
remain objective on all issues.
“His political view on
abortion stood out to me the
most. I’m not for abortion, I’m
not against it. He touches on the
topic more than other candidates,
despite it not being the easiest
to talk about. I like the fact that
he’s more open to it and doesn’t
dance around the question like
other candidates.”
Overall, it would appear
that the Class of 2016 has a very
good handle on the political
scene, taking responsibility for
choosing someone to lead them
into a new era of progress, and
perhaps betraying the pattern
of low young voter turnout in
this election, and many more to
come.

Girls Need to Love Themselves as They Are
Jailene Ponce
Low self-esteem is a big problem, especially with girls during their high
school years. Normally, their self-esteem
can be affected by the way they and others
see their appearance, their taste in music
and their clothes, and even how boys see

them. Unfortunately, girls will often ﬁnd
something negative about themselves, even
if others do not see it.
However, many are unaware
of how low self-esteem can affect their
everyday lives. We as girls think we might
not be good enough for something, while

hundreds of people are telling us that
we are ﬁne, and even great.
Appearance is a big contributor to low self-esteem in girls.
We look at ourselves in the mirror
every day and what do we see? Every
seemingly signiﬁcant ﬂaw comes into
scrutiny: a chipped tooth; a crooked
smile; a too-big nose and much more.
These ﬂaws always stand out.
We see ourselves as either too thin or too big, too tall or
too short, too curvy or not curvy
enough—there is no in between.
Some accept these supposed ﬂaws as
unchangeable and try their best to ignore it, while others will do anything
to cover up or change them.
However, senior Sarah
Segura loves herself the way she is: “I
like making fun of my own insecurity. People could say I eat a lot and
I respond with, ‘Girl I love eating so
much.’ I just love my fatness. Why? It
means I had a lot of good meals.”
Society and the media as a
whole have set a beauty standard that
is impossible to achieve. We have to
be thin in order to be beautiful. It becomes our everyday goal: to be thin,
whether it be through crazy weight
loss methods or, in extreme cases,
starvation. Girls who are born thin
will see themselves as fat, joining others in the frenzy to see the numbers
on the scale drop.
Boys can also bring down
our self-esteem. Girls try to impress

them in many different ways. For
example, in the way we dress, do our
makeup, and the way we act around
them. When we feel them rejecting us,
we get the idea that we are not good
enough for them, so then we try to
change every single ﬂaw.
We start dressing differently
and acting differently just for a boy to
notice us. We don’t get the point that we
are worth so much more than we think.
However, these insecurities are not just
limited to girls.
It all comes down to how we
perceive ourselves, and the urgent need
for self-acceptance, the realization that
there is no one deﬁnition of beauty, but
millions that we see every day.
Movies, TV shows and social
media tell us what we should look like.
We should see the thin models and
celebrities as a certain type of beauty
but not the deﬁnition of beauty. Healthy
and happy are much more attractive
than starving and miserable.
Many factors will continue to
intrude into your happiness in terms of
loving what you look like, but the most
important thing to remember is that the
people around you, friends and family,
love you just as you are.
Do not let others bring you
down by their words or actions, because
you’re too good for that.
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Varsity Football Ends Season After First Playoff Game
Manuel Carrera
After Norwalk’s victory
away at Bellﬂower against the
Buccaneers, the Lancers advanced
into the post-season making it to the
playoffs. The Lancers were able to
ﬁnish their league season off strong
when they faced cross-town rival
John Glenn.
It was Senior Night at
Excelsior Stadium and both teams
were battling for the Norwalk
Mayor’s Cup. Norwalk dominated
the ﬁeld and the scoreboard read
56-0 by the time the Lancers were
through with the Eagles.
After the match, the winning team was presented with the
Mayor’s Cup by Mayor of Norwalk
Leonard Shryock himself. Despite
having a rocky start to their season,
the team was able to make it back
into the playoffs.
Last year, the Lancers
were knocked out during the ﬁrst
round, so they made it their main
focus to get past their ﬁrst opponent, who were the Burroughs
Indians. The Indians have had quite
an impressive record this season
and were actually projected to stop
the Lancers from advancing to the
next round.

However, Norwalk did not
go down without a ﬁght. Having
nearly gone all the way in 2013
and losing to La Serna, the Lancers clearly had what it took to be
able to get back in it. Although
they might not have most of the
same players, the team still had that
ﬁghting spirit. Spirit and drive are
something that the team has never
lacked.
Junior and defensive end
Jordan Thomas said, “Now we just
have to come closer as team and as
a family, and also focus on really
moving the ball.”
While no one can really
predict the outcome of the postseason, the only thing the team can
do is to try on advancing as far as
they can, they just have to carry that
mindset with them the rest of the
season, which is exactly what they
plan to do.
Senior and offensive lineman Jesse Lotts said, “If we work
hard and we play like we’re supposed as a team and a unit, we can
make it as far as we can. Now we
just have to work on the details.”
The team carried a positive
demeanor and winning mindset,
both essential traits for a post-sea-

son team.
Lotts also shared that
one of the most rewarding feelings about making it into the
playoffs was to make it in coming off of a rocky start to their
season.
However, the team
knew they could make it, and

so did Coach Otis Harrison. All
that was left was to work out the
kinks and focus on playing ball.
Unfortunately, the
Lancers were not able to make
it through the ﬁrst round of the
playoffs. They lost 16-9 to the
Burroughs Indians. The Lancers
fought a good ﬁght and did not

go down in a landslide like
some people believed they
would.
The Lancers gave it
their all and left it all on the
ﬁeld that night, and, at the end
of the day and the season, that
is all that matters.

Cross Country Finishes Season Strong
Priscilla Carrillo

This year, Norwalk’s cross
country teams turned out to have a very
successful season. Both the girls and boys
advanced to CIF. The girls made history this season by winning ﬁrst place in
league for the ﬁrst time since 1994.
Boys Cross Country this year is
an entirely new team with the exception
of one returning runner, yet they still managed to win third place in league.
Varsity Coach James Maynard
shared, “Since they’re all new, their

toughest opponents are just themselves.”
Although the boys’ season did not
go as expected, they’re excited to be able to
advance to CIF.
“I feel nervous about CIF, because
they change the course, so it’s a new thing
and everyone hasn’t seen it, so we don’t
know what to expect,” said junior Alberto
Cano.
“More pressure deﬁnitely but,
other than that, the same race,” added junior
Edwin Munoz.
Fortunately, the team supports one

another to the end.
“It’s better to run with your
friends than to run with strangers. They’re
in pain, you’re in pain. You don’t want
them to suffer alone,” added Cano.
The boys have an optimistic attitude about CIF and are going to try their
best to beat as many people possible to get
as far as possible.
“It’s a new experience for me
and for most of the team. Big pressure,
because we didn’t do as well as last year,”
added Munoz.

The three fastest runners have a
lot of pressure among them, because they
are expected to run a certain way and beat
many people, but they are conﬁdent about
what they’re able to accomplish.
“Being the second fastest and being a new member of the team feels good
for next year,” said Munoz.
The boys also admire the Girls
Varsity team because of their amazing
bond. While the girls go out to eat and run
together, the boys do not and that is something they would like to improve in for next
year.
“I believe in this team for next
year. I got more dedicated when I saw that
we could actually make it to CIF,” said
junior Salvador Alcantara.
“It’s not expectations; it’s that
were going to do it! We feel conﬁdent
enough to win league next year,” added
Alcantara.
The girls are ranked 10th in CIF
Division 3 with the top team in that division
being Palos Verdes. The girls, being an entirely returning team, are very pleased with
the way their season turned out. While they
have strong camaraderie, something that
can help them during CIF is improving their
gaps while running.
“It is important to have a special
bond, because, if we didn’t, we wouldn’t
like each other or people would try running away and pass people. Passing people
would get them tied and get them to fall
back and we wouldn’t be as strong,” said
sophomore Alejandra Ramirez.
The beauty of running long
distance is that perseverance and hard
work pay off at the end of the race. “At the
beginning, you don’t know what’s going to
happen until you end it,” said Alcantara.

